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VOLICO
Built for Reliability. Engineered for Growth

Monitoring solution delivers a comprehensive monitoring solution that examines the services 
running on your servers, simple-to-use, alert and notification service, in order to keep one 
step ahead of problems, no matter who owns it or where the equipment is placed.

Monitor the heart of your infrastructure. Identify 
problems before they interrupt your server.

SERVER MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING SERVICES

WHAT YOU NEED TO MONITOR?

Data Sheet

Server and 
Network Availability

Network and 
Server Performance

Critical Activity 
on The Server

Monitoring the availability of serv-
ers, websites and hosting plat-
forms is critical to ensuring minimal 
downtime. Availability monitoring 
tools help alert you to possible 
service interruptions immediately 
so you can assess and resolve the 
issue without experiencing a loss 
of service to customers.

Performance monitoring tools 
record critical service and per-
formance metrics and functions. 
Examples of monitored metrics 
include desktop input/output bot-
tlenecks, incoming and outgoing 
traffic and CPU utilization. The 
most vital metrics can be listed as 
priorities and alerts can be sent to 
your email, via text or through vari-
ous applications.

Monitoring the various activities 
taking place on your server is cru-
cial to spotting security, backlog 
and downtime risks. Monitoring 
tools can keep track of login and 
logout attempts, restarted ser-
vices, security breaches and un-
expected application terminations. 
These metrics can be stored in 
logs and accessed via email or in-
ternal applications.
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Founded in 2000, Volico is a HIPAA, SSAE, SOC, and NIST Compliant Enterprise-Class Data Center solutions provider, specializing in 
colocation, enterprise dedicated server hosting, disaster recovery, business continuity, backup services, private cloud computing, public 
cloud computing, and CinC (Cloud in Cloud) IAAS computing. Volico’s facilities are category 5 hurricane resistant complete with gas-
based inert fire suppression, 2N+X Smart-Grid redundant power infrastructure, and a 2N+X Smart-Grid redundant cooling infrastructure. 
Architected and engineered from the ground up with reliability and survivability in mind, Volico’s 3rd Generation Data Center facilities utilize 
Smart-Grid infrastructure to maximize dependability and scalability of the facilities without sacrifices. The company currently operates 
multiple data centers servicing clients in Miami-Dade County, Broward County, and West-Palm Beach Counties of sunny South Florida.

About Volico Data Centers

Servers need to be monitored in order to continue working as efficiently as possible. Not all businesses have the 
resources or expertise to monitor systems effectively. Having a company monitor your servers in real-time can help in 
several ways.

Volico Monitoring Services offers a full detailed comprehensive view of every aspect of your network and IT environment. 
From Port Monitoring to Application and Database Monitoring. Without real-time monitoring, you may lose both money 
and time essential to your business tracking down failures, security breaches, and inefficiencies in your platform.

REAL-TIME MONITORING BENEFITS
Constantly watching what the servers are doing allows for adjustments at critical times that 
can keep the systems running as efficiently as possible. Increased performance means high 
employee productivity.

Problems can be detected fast so that there is no interruption in service. Avoiding downtime 
during critical parts of the year can prevent your business from losing revenue.

Customers will lose trust in your business if you cannot keep the servers available at nearly all 
times. Real-time monitoring can detect when problems might be starting.

If hardware problems are not found early, then you might need to replace important components. 
This can lead to downtime and potentially data loss. The monitoring service will be looking for 
signs that a piece of hardware is starting to have problems.

The running services and processes are watched carefully along with bandwidth and power 
use. Attempted attacks can be detected right away by the service. The result will be real-time 
notifications whenever security might be at risk.

Avoid profit problems such as poor site performance or outages. Stay on top of the issues with 
our proactive alerts and insightful reports. Spend time on things that really matter. Grow your 
business and boost your ROI instead.

The service provides the employees and expertise required to monitor the servers for a predictable 
rate. There is no need to have special hardware or personnel to do this job. This lowers the cost 
of maintaining an information technology department.

Different services such as an email server or a database server could start to operate abnormally. 
Monitoring the server allows the provider to see when these problems occur so that email or 
database services can be restarted immediately.

Increased Performance

Maximize Uptime

Improved Availability

Protect Hardware

Better Security

Boost your ROI

Reduce Staffing Overhead

Keep Services Working


